*All information is available as an open resource and is considered public information to use at your discretion.

**Resources for Safe Driving/Personal Safety**

**Websites**

**It Can Wait**

**Apps**

**SafeTrek**: SafeTrek is a mobile personal safety app that bridges the gap between doing nothing and calling 911 in an unsafe situation.

**Notes**: Most smart phones allow you to choose an option in your settings to select DO NOT DISTURB WHILE DRIVING. Here's what to expect when Do Not Disturb while driving is turned on with an iPhone. You can customize many of these features in Settings.

- Your iPhone stays silent and the screen stays dark. If someone sends you a message, they receive an automatic reply letting them know that you're driving. If the message is important, the sender can type the word "urgent" to make sure that you receive a notification. Then you can pull over to read their important message or ask Siri to read it to you.
- iPhone delivers some notifications, such as emergency alerts, timers, and alarms.
- Phone calls are delivered using the same conditions as standard Do Not Disturb: You can allow calls only from your Favorites, and allow calls to come through if the same person calls twice in a row. If your iPhone connects to your car via Bluetooth, calls will come through as usual, and you can use your car's buttons, microphones, and speakers to take your call.
- If you use Maps to navigate, your iPhone still shows lock-screen navigation help and gives turn-by-turn instructions.
- If you're a passenger and you try to use your iPhone while the feature is active, you must tap I'm Not Driving to turn it off.